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TRACKROD FOREST STAGES
RAVENOL BTRDA GOLD STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
PAYNE’S HAT-TRICK, BUT ONLY JUST...

Wilson and Somerset Stages, Stephenson has also
completed all the rest.

Outgoing RAVENOL BTRDA Gold Star® Rally Champions
Charlie Payne and Carl Williamson won the final round of
the series, the Trackrod Forest Stages, for the third year
running, but it was oh so close!

Tom Preston - Skoda Fabia R5- 3rd overall

Charlie Payne/Carl Williamson-Ford Fiesta WRC- Ist overall

In 2016 Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson claimed
runners-up spot 22.8 seconds behind the winners - this
time, although the finishing order was the same, their two
Fiestas were just 0.2 seconds apart as the crews arrived
back in Filey! Petch had set FTDs on the last two stages of
the day to close the gap from 10 seconds and one can’t
help but wonder if the result would have been different
given a few more miles!...
Petch/Wilkinson had already claimed this year’s Gold Star
Championship after the Woodpecker Stages at the
beginning of the month, but should be well pleased with
their showing on the North York Moors.
The result also marks a watershed for Payne who, after a
fabulous 2016, has taken time to settle into his new car.
The Ripon dairy owner set FTD on the opening stage in
Langdale, but then it was Hugh Hunter/Rob Fagg who
assumed top spot after the following six miles in Staindale.
Unfortunately, their Fiesta began to overheat and was
withdrawn shortly afterwards, leaving Payne/Williamson
to take the win. Tom Preston (Skoda Fabia R5) was 3rd in
Yorkshire, taking his best result of the season and hauling
himself into the Gold Star Top Ten and, likewise, Peter
Stephenson equalled his highest points score in his Focus
WRC. Preston has finished all five events he has contested
and after a shaky start, with DNFs on both the Malcolm

Rather late in the season, Phil and Simon Pickard (Subaru
Impreza) entered their first event and came away with 7th
overall and a B13 class win, narrowly beating the Escort
Cosworth of Ian Joel/Graeme Wood to a maximum score.
Both crews featured in the Top Ten fastest times on
every stage, with the Pickards as high as 4th through Gale
Rigg! Joining Hunter/Fagg on the list of retirements were
Karl and Guy Simmons whose Impreza S11 experienced
gear selection before the opening stage.
So, the 64th BTRDA Gold Star® Championship will be filed
in the history books under ‘F’ for Families - Steve Petch
won the title in 1992 and now, 25 years later, son
Stephen has added his name to the veritable ‘who’s who’
of club rallying. Who had the more difficult path to the
top will be the subject of discussion at dinner tables and
in bars for years to come but, rest assured, it’ll be a while
before a similar situation presents itself!

Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson-2nd overall and 2017 Gold Star Champions

BTRDA PRODUCTION CUP & FIESTA ST TROPHY
NAYLOR TIES IT UP!
We’ve already been discussing close finishes - firstly in
regard to the overall results of the Trackrod Forest Stages
and now in terms of the BTRDA Production Cup! Prior to
the start, Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy were kings of this
particular castle, but Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence had a score
in hand and could, conceivably, inherit top spot when it
mattered most! On the day, Naylor/Lawrence brought
their Lancer EVO9 home in 5th place overall and, more
importantly, 1st Group N - so, in their eyes, Phase 1 was
complete. Meanwhile, Thompson/Murphy had been
forced to throw the towel in after two of the five stages....
Now then, anyone half-decent at mental arithmetic, or
better still with access to a calculator, will have realised
that this turn of events put the two crews on equal points.
‘Any ties’, it says in the BTRDA Rally Series regulations,
‘will be decided in favour of the competitor with the
greatest number of maximum scores’ etc etc. Their
maximum on the Trackrod was Naylor/Lawrence’s third,
while Thompson/Murphy’s account was only credited with
two - sorted!.....

the way to the title, fell back into their clutches after
electrical problems . Dicing for the win, Alasdair Currie/
Steven Brown and Richard Wells/Calvin Houldsworth
finished on identical penalties, with the former getting
the nod by dint of a faster time on the opening stage.

Alasdair Currie/Steven Brown – 1st Fiesta ST

RAVENOL BTRDA SILVER STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
BENNETT BACK AT THE FRONT!....
Having missed the last couple of RAVENOL BTRDA Silver
Star® Championship rounds, and retired from the two
before that, Dave Bennett/Alistair McNeil put any
thoughts of a lack of match fitness behind them to take
13th place, and first two-wheel drive, after a storming run
on the Trackrod in their 1600cc Corsa.

Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence - 5th Overall & BTRDA Production Cup Champions

Meanwhile, Sacha Kakad/James Aldridge have been ever
present during the season - and the Trackrod was no
exception. Their Lancer EVOX finished 6.6 seconds behind
Naylor, moving them up to just one point behind the top
two. Unlike the two crews ahead of them, they’ve finished
every round and claimed two maximums of their own,
actually beating both Naylor and Thompson on the Nicky
Grist Stages. Sadly Richard Hill/Steffan Evans’ attempt to
better their end-of-season position came to nought when
their EVO9 stopped in Staindale.
Fiesta ST Trophy champions Sam Bilham/Cameron Fair
were back after an absence from the Woodpecker Stages
but, having shown everyone else a clean pair of heels on

Dave Bennett/Alistair McNeil – Vauxhall Corsa – 1st Silver Star

Daniel Beckham/ Howard Pridmore are also to be
congratulated for bringing their Fiesta RWD home to a
class win, just a couple of places behind the leaders.
However, in Championship terms, Ashley Davies/Sam
Fordham’s dominance in Class B12 in their Escort,
finishing exactly a minute ahead of Richard Sykes’ Citroen
DS3 R3, was enough to see them succeed Gavin
Edwards/Caron Tomlinson as Silver Star Champions.

The Escorts of Paul Street/Ian Jones and Rob Dennis/
Andy Boswell and Barry Jordan/James Gratton-Smith’s
Avenger BRM were separated by less than 15seconds,
with Andy Davison/Tom Murphy’s Talbot Sunbeam VXR
also in close attendance. Steve Hopewell/Clive Jones’
Escort put its Woodpecker retirement behind it to finish
behind Davison, both on the event and in the
Championship. It’s been a very open two-wheel drive
campaign this year - only Ashley Davies and Dave Bennett
have triumphed on more than one occasion and
consistency has been seen to pay dividends. Rob Dennis
and Barry Jordan, who have finished every event they
started, have both led at some point and should be well
pleased with their 2nd and 3rd places respectively in the
final table.

Rob and Michael Evett (MG ZR) took 2nd on the day,
finishing one place and a handful of seconds in front of
Carl Davies/Rich Jones whose Nissan Micra secured
runner-up spot in the Championship behind Fossey. In
spite of his retirement, Dave Brick hangs on to 3rd place,
with Evett 4th.
Gale Rigg saw to it that neither George Morrison/Jon
Quintrell (MG ZR), Tommi Meadows/Ian Oakey (Ford Ka)
nor Pete Gorst/Phil King (Citroen Saxo) would see the
finish line, all succumbing to mechanical bothers of some
sort before the stop line.
BTRDA RALLY FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP
LANG SIGNS OFF WITH VICTORY!....
Bart Lang and Sinclair Young finished their BTRDA Rally
First Championship campaign with victory on the Trackrod
Forest Stages, taking their Nissan Micra to its fourth
maximum score of the season. However, should
something have gone amiss in Yorkshire, David Perkins
(Micra) was waiting in the wings to capitalise on any such
misfortune. Much to Lang’s relief it didn’t, and Perkins
and Jordan Joines are confirmed as runners-up.

2017 Silver Star 1st-Davis/Fordham,2nd Dennis/Boswell, 3rd Jordan/Gratton-Smith

THOMAS PANELS BTRDA 1400 CHAMPIONSHIP
ED & SHOULDERS ABOVE THE REST!...
Long-time Thomas Panels BTRDA 1400 Championship
leaders Ed Fossey/Chris Sharpe-Simkiss (Toyota Yaris)
rounded their successful season off with a win, by some
considerable margin, in Yorkshire. However, they would
be the first to admit that, were it not for the demise of
Dave & Toby Brick whose Nova was half-a-minute ahead
of them going into the final stage, things would have been
quite different!

Bart Lang/Sinclair Young- 1st Rally First and 2017 Rally First Champions

The Micra is obviously the car of choice for Rally First
contenders as a third, driven by Phil Spilsted completed
the line-up for the last time this year and let the records
show that there were no Rally First retirements in the
Yorkshire forests!.....
MAXXIS MSA ENGLISH RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
A CLASS ACT!

Ed Fossey/Chris Sharpe-Simkiss - 1st 1400 and 2017 1400 Champions

For the first time, the MAXXIS MSA English Rally
Championship also reached its conclusion on the Trackrod
Forest Stages. This year has seen a completely revamped
format with extra classes and different events but the

main structure of the series remains class-based and, in
theory, the eventual winner could come from any of the
eight different ones.

other counting rounds negates any effect on the
Championship itself. Daniel Beckham/Howard Pridmore
took their re-engineered rear-wheel drive Fiesta to glory
in E4, up to 2-litre, with the Escorts of Paul Street/Ian
Jones and Rob Dennis/Andy Boswell breathing down their
necks. Ashley Davies/Sam Fordham’s 2.3-litre Escort
claimed its fourth maximum of the season, while Richard
Sykes’ front-wheel drive Citroen DS3 R3 took 2nd place E5
points on the day.
As discussed, Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence were victorious in
E6 from fellow Lancer EVO9 crew Sacha Kakad/James
Aldridge, while Phil and Simon Pickard (Impreza) got the
better of Ian Joel/Graeme Wood (Escort Cosworth) in E7.
Last, but by no means least, you’ll not be surprised to
learn that overall event winners Charlie Payne/Carl
Williamson cleaned up in E8.....

Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson-2017 MAXXIS MSA English Champions

Prior to the start of the Trackrod, Stephen Petch/Michael
Wilkinson had already manoeuvred themselves into an
unassailable position at the top of the table, but there
were any number of other matters to be sorted out on
the North York Moors.
Let’s start with the runners-up.....
Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence took full advantage of Callum
Black’s absence from Filey to put in an excellent run which
elevated them from 3rd to 2nd in the final table. Black, who
has a run on the forthcoming Wales Rally GB to
concentrate on, still takes the final podium spot.

CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS – Competitors to check!
A full list of all the RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series points
after the Trackrod Forest Stages can be found in the
Competitor section of www.btrdarally.com
Likewise, a full list of all the MAXXIS MSA English Rally
Championship points after the Trackrod Forest Stages can
be found in the Competitor section of
www.englishrally.co.uk . All these points will become
final on Thursday 12th October.
The list of all the 2017 Championship Awards Winners will
be published on the respective websites after the
championship points become final.
The photographs in our Newsletters and on our websites are courtesy
of Ralliphotoswales. email ralliphotoswales@yahoo.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Ralliphotowales-365572533462789/

Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence- 2nd overall MAXXIS MSA English Championship

And so to the classes themselves.....
Bart Lang/Sinclair Young took their fifth maximum in E1,
while Ed Fossey/Chris Sharpe-Simkiss were the main
beneficiaries in E2, ensuring them of top spot. Not
surprisingly, Dave Bennett/Alistair McNeil were victorious
in the up to 1600cc category but absence from several

MINTEX / QUESTMEAD BONUS SCHEME
The winners of the Mintex Awards on the Trackrod Forest
Stages, each of whom receive a FREE set of competition
brake pads from Questmead Ltd, are: Best improvement on Start No in Gold Star/Silver Star:
David Auden - Mitsubishi Evo (B13)
Best improvement on Start No in 1400/Rally First:
Rob Evett - MG ZR (1400C )
Steve or Alan Brown from Questmead can be found in the
Service Area at most events. To claim your reward please
contact them on 01706 363939.
HYUNDAI GENPOWER AWARDS
Pat Naylor and Ian Lawrence (Mitsubishi Evo 9) were the
highest placed BTRDA Production Cup crew on the
Trackrod Forest Stages and were the winners of a Hyundai
Cordless Impact Wrench courtesy of Hyundai Genpower.

TV PROGRAMMES
There are ongoing changes with the schedules at
Motorsport TV which are beyond our control. We will
publish the schedules on our BTRDA Rally Facebook page
as soon as we know. All the TV programmes will be
available via the Video section of the BTRDA Rally website
as soon as they available.

The 2017 AWARDS PRESENTATION:
Keep the date in your diaries..... the 2017 Awards
Presentation will take place at the Ramada Penns Hall
Hotel, Sutton Coldfield on Saturday 6th January 2018.
More details and ticket application forms will be
circulated to registered competitors and published on the
championship websites in due course.

SERIOUS FUN IN 2018…!
The BTRDA are very pleased to confirm their calendar for 2018. The 2018 BTRDA Rally Series will
include the 65th running of the Gold Star and Silver Star Rally Championships plus the BTRDA 1400
and Rally First Championships, the BTRDA Historic Cup and Production Cup and the Fiesta ST Trophy. It is consistently
the most popular stage rally championship in the UK and will continue to provide the best selection of popular one-day
forest stage rallies.
2018 Calendar

Best 6 scores to count

1

CAMBRIAN RALLY

Feb 17th

North Wales

2

MALCOLM WILSON RALLY

Mar 3rd

Lake District

3

RALLYNUTS STAGES RALLY

Apr 14th

Mid Wales

4

PLAINS RALLY

May 12th

West Wales

5

CARLISLE STAGES

Jun 9th

Kielder Forest West

6

NICKY GRIST STAGES

Jul 14th

Mid Wales

7

EVENTSIGNS WOODPECKER STAGES

Sep 1st

Shropshire/Welsh Borders

8

TRACKROD FOREST STAGES

Sep 29th

North Yorkshire

We are very grateful for the wholehearted commitment from all the event organisers, because without their unstinting
efforts we could not promote such a successful rally championship. One addition to the BTRDA Rally Series for next
year that we can confirm will be a class specifically for Historic Category 4b cars which is already attracting a lot of
interest. Details of all the categories, classes and incentives plus the TV coverage etc will be confirmed as soon as they
are finalised, but competitors and supporters can be assured that the 2018 BTRDA Rally Series will continue to provide
competitors and followers with some Serious Fun!
APPEAL FOR HELP: the BTRDA Championship team need your help. Some of the activities for which we need you are:
 Championship Co-ordination–shaping the future of your Championship
 Sponsorship - acquisition and maintenance
 On-event team-the face of the BTRDA Championship
 Publicity - Social media, website update, Newsletter production
 General Admin - meeting organisation, note taking
If you have a genuine interest in helping to drive the future of the biggest, most successful Rally Championship in the
UK then we would love to hear from you. Please contact any of the on-event team listed below. Thank you
CHAMPIONSHIP ON-EVENT TEAM
Gill Cotton:
gill@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07980 810730

Tim Hobbs:
tim@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07736 708657

CHAMPIONSHIP ELIGIBILITY SCRUTINEERS
John Cooper:
Dave Newton:
Email: jccmstech@gmail.com
Email: daveynewton@msn.com
Mobile: 07702 240970
Mobile: 07814 595132

Ian Arden:
ian@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07917 355169
Geoff Doe:
Email: geoff@doemotorsport.com
Mobile: 07808 129663

